A Place at Your Table

VERSES With a light swing (d = ca. 140)

1. Happy the ones whom you call here to dine, the saint and the
2. From this communion, in one heart and mind, out into

1. sinner, your friends. Now reconciled in this banquet dine,
2. mission we go. No greater love shall the world ever

1. vine, the promise of life without end, the
2. find, and none shall we ever know, and

1. promise of life without end.
2. none shall we ever know.

REFRAIN

Here in your presence the greatest are least, the burdened find rest and the

hungry can feast. By love we're invited, here mercy prevails.

God, in your goodness, we share a place at your table.

Text and music: Ben Walther, b. 1977, © 2015, Ben Walther. Published by Spirit & Song®, a division of OCP. All rights reserved.
BRIDGE

To bring liberty to the captives and sight to all who are blind, we are sent in love, empowered by your Bread of Life.
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To bring liberty to the captives and sight to all who are blind, we are sent in love, empowered by your Bread of Life.
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